INTRODUCTION
The rapid pace of public sequencing and analysis efforts on vertebrate genomes, combined with the advent of next-generation sequencing, has escalated the demand for tools that offer quick and easy access to the data and annotations at many levels and facilitate comparative data analysis. The University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Bioinformatics Web site at http://genome.ucsc.edu provides links to a variety of genome analysis tools, most notably the UCSC Genome Browser Dreszer et al., 2012) , a graphical tool for viewing a specified region of a genome and a collection of aligned annotation "tracks." Another tool on the Web site-the UCSC Table Browser-facilitates convenient access to the MySql database tables (Karolchik et al., 2004) underlying the Genome Browser annotations. Both browsers support a custom annotation tracks feature that enables users to upload their own data, including nextgeneration sequencing data, for display and comparison.
The Basic Protocol describes how to display and navigate among the annotation tracks in a selected region of the Genome Browser, configure the browser tracks image to focus on annotations of interest and optimize comparative analysis, link to external information, and download sequence or annotation data. Support Protocol 1 explains how to create and display a custom annotation track based on the user's own data and set up a Genome Browser session to preserve a group of tracks and settings for later use. Support Protocol 2 provides a basic overview of the UCSC Table Browser, describing the most commonly used functions, how to set up a simple query, and some of the advanced features. The UNIT 10.8), for quickly mapping sequences to a genome assembly; the Table Browser (Karolchik et al., 2004; Dreszer et al., 2012) , for viewing and manipulating the data underlying the Genome Browser; the Gene Sorter , for exploring relationships (expression, homology, etc.) Consortium et al., 2004 Consortium et al., , 2007 Consortium et al., , 2012 Rosenbloom et al., 2012) and the Neanderthal Genome Analysis Consortium data (Green et al., 2010) . The Common SNPs (132) track visibility has been changed from dense to pack to show individual SNPs, some of which are colored according to gene region (e.g., UTR or coding-nonsynonymous), and the Flagged SNPs (132), showing SNPs flagged as clinically associated in dbSNP, has been added by changing the display visibility to pack. The Phenotype and Disease Associations group has been opened, and three tracks from the group have been added to the display by changing their visibilities from hide to pack: GAD View, OMIM Genes, and OMIM AV SNPs. PHOX2B is a developmental gene that has also been associated with cancer; move the mouse over the PHOX2B item in the GAD View track to see a list of diseases associated with the gene. In the Vertebrate Multiz Alignment & Conservation track, note the areas of high conservation peaking in the upstream region (to the right because PHOX2B is on the antisense strand), UTRs, and most exons, as well as part of the first intron. For the color version of this figure, go to http://www.currentprotocols.com/protocol/bi0104.
The UCSC Genome Bioinformatics home page provides links to the Genome Browser application and a variety of other useful tools: BLAT

among groups of genes; VisiGene, for browsing through a large collection of in situ mouse and frog images to examine expression patterns; an in silico PCR tool for rapidly searching a sequence database with a pair of PCR primers; and Genome Graphs, a tool for viewing quantities plotted along chromosomes.
General information about the Genome Browser tool suite can be found in the User's Guide-accessed via the Help link-and the FAQ. From the home page, the user can also download genomic sequence and annotation data, browse a collection of contributed custom tracks and older archived data, review a log of released data, and access helpful utilities, training materials, credits for contributors and collaborators, mirror information, and related publications. The home page provides direct links to portals for the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) Project Consortium (The ENCODE Project
The complete set of available annotation tracks for the assembly is shown in the track groups section below the image, categorized by data type. Many of the tracks on the later human genome assemblies were contributed by the ENCODE Project; these are denoted by a double helix icon in the track label. Tracks generated by simply converting ("lifting") the coordinates of the data from a previous assembly are marked by a black circle on which the UCSC version number of the originating assembly has been superimposed. See the Commentary section for more discussion of the annotation tracks available on the human genome. The annotation tracks image is accompanied by control buttons to configure the display and navigate through the sequence. For selected assemblies, a chromosome band ideogram directly above the image graphically indicates the location of the currently displayed region on the chromosome. Personal annotation data can be uploaded to the current assembly by clicking the Add Custom Tracks button below the image (see Support Protocol 1 for more information). Figure 1.4.2 shows the annotation track image opened to the position of the gene PHOX2B on chromosome 4. To reach this position, enter "PHOX2B" in the gene text box, click Submit, and then click the zoom out 1.5× button. (This location may also be reached by typing "PHOX2B" in the search box, clicking Submit, and then selecting the first matching item-the UCSC Genes PHOX2B.) Note that the Genome Browser automatically changes the text in the Position box to show the chromosomal position of the resulting display, in this case chr4:41746099-41750987. In most annotation tracks, the aligned regions are represented by vertical bars or blocks. In the Spliced ESTs track shown in this example, the degree of darkness of the block shading corresponds to the number of features aligning to the region. In the mRNA and gene prediction tracks, the thicker regions (usually coding exons) are connected by thin horizontal lines representing gaps (usually spliced-out introns). Thinner blocks on the leading and trailing ends of the aligning regions in gene tracks represent the 5 and 3 untranslated regions (UTRs). In full or pack display mode, arrowheads on the connecting lines indicate the direction of transcription.
Note the comparative genomics annotations displayed in Figure 1 .4.2. The Conservation track shows a measure of evolutionary conservation among multiple species, which tends to indicate functional regions of the genome. The lower section of the track shows pairwise alignments of each species to the reference sequence; the top section displays the evolutionary conservation scores assigned by the phyloP (Pollard et al., 2010) and phastCons methods (hidden by default) in the PHAST package 5. Change the display mode of an annotation track by right-clicking on it in the track image and selecting a display mode from the menu that displays, or by locating the track's name in the track group section below the image, selecting a display mode from the track's pull-down menu, and then clicking the Refresh button. (Hindorff et al., 2009 To view this region, enter rs2108622 in the search box, choose one of the three results in the GWAS Catalog track, and then click the Base button in the Zoom navigation section on the annotation track page. This zooms in the display to a level where single-nucleotide bases can be studied; note the bases (A, C, G, T) drawn in the Base Position track, Conservation track, and HapMap SNPs. The orange numbers above the multi-species alignment in the Conservation track give the number of bases present in the other species, but not in the human reference, where an orange tick mark appears below. In the HapMap SNPs track, the major allele in each population is displayed instead of the usual colored box. For the color version of this figure, go to http://www.currentprotocols.com/protocol/bi0104. (Sayers et al., 2012 (The International HapMap Consortium, 2003 The International HapMap 3 Consortium, 2010) tracks show SNPs genotyped in several populations worldwide. The Genetic Association Database (GAD; Becker et al., 2004) and GWAS catalog tracks show data from human genetic and genome-wide association studies. The Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM; Amberger et al., 2009 Amberger et al., , 2011 Baxevanis, 2012) 11. Click on a feature name in a track shown in pack or full display mode to view detailed information about the feature and access links to additional information.
The types of information available vary by track. The RefSeq Genes track Amberger et al., 2009 Amberger et al., , 2011 Baxevanis, 2012) , Entrez Gene (Sayers et al., 2012) , Ensembl Genes (Flicek et al., 2012) , GeneLynx (Lenhard et al., 2001) , GeneCards (Safran et al., 2010) , AceView, PubMed (Sayers et al., 2012; UNIT 6.10) , the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee Database (HGNC; Seal et al., 2011) , the Cancer Genome Anatomy Project (CGAP; Strausberg et al., 2001) , PDB (Rose et al., 2011; UNIT 1.9) , ModBase (Pieper et al., 2011) , InterPro (Hunter et al., 2009) , Pfam (Punta et al., 2012; UNIT 2.5) , the Stanford SOURCE (Diehn et al., 2003) , Mouse Genome Informatics at Jackson Laboratory (Blake et al., 2011) , the Allen Brain Atlas (Lein et al., 2007) , and more. The page also includes links that will display the corresponding protein, mRNA, and genomic sequences for HOXA1. These sequences are a useful source of input into the BLAT tool, which is discussed in step 17.
The Genome Browser also provides direct links to the Ensembl Browser (Flicek et al., 2012; UNIT 1.15) and NCBI's Map Viewer (Sayers et al., 2012; UNIT 1.5 13. Click on the Table Browser link in the Tools menu on the annotation tracks page menu bar to access the database tables underlying the Genome Browser annotation tracks. 14. Click the Home link on the top menu bar to return to the UCSC Genome Bioinformatics home page, and then click the Downloads link on the side bar to display a listing of sequence files and database tables available for downloading. 17. Alternatively, use BLAT to map a sequence to a different assembly:
The Table Browser tool provides a graphical interface for viewing and manipulating Genome Browser data. Support Protocol 2 gives a brief introduction to using the
a. Obtain the DNA sequence for the region or feature using the methods outlined in step 12. Note that BLAT limits input to 25,000 bases. b. Using the Web browser's copy function, copy the entire sequence onto the clipboard. Return to the annotation tracks page and click the Blat link in the Tools menu on the top menu bar. c. On the BLAT Web page, paste the sequence into the large text box (Fig. 1.4 
.7).
Select the genome and assembly to which to map the sequence, and then click the Submit button. If successful, BLAT will display a list of search results sorted by score ( Fig. 1 
SUPPORT PROTOCOL 1
CREATING A CUSTOM ANNOTATION TRACK
Custom annotation tracks enable users to upload personal data for temporary use in the Genome Browser and Table Browser. Custom tracks are viewable only on the machine from which they are uploaded, and by default the data may be accessed only by the users on that machine. Optionally, users can make custom annotations viewable by others through the use of Genome Browser sessions or custom track URLs. Tracks are kept for 48 hr after the last time accessed unless they are saved in a Genome Browser session; no permanent archives are created.
The Genome Browser custom track feature accommodates user-generated data in a wide variety of formats. Smaller datasets may be structured using one of the formats developed during the early years of the Human Genome Project, such as general feature format (GFF), gene transfer format (GTF), pattern space layout (PSL), and browser extensible data (BED), or a format developed for special Browser display purposes, such as wiggle (WIG) and bedGraph formats for continuous-valued data, multiple alignment format (MAF), microarray (BED15) format, and personal genome SNP format for displaying variant base calls from personal genomes relative to the reference genome.
Using Biological Databases
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Supplement 40 The larger datasets that have become more common with next-generation sequencing and whole-genome analysis usually require a compressed, indexed format to avoid potential performance issues and Internet timeout problems associated with large data file uploads. Formats supported by the Genome Browser include bigBed and bigWig (Kent et al., 2010) , which are the indexed binary format versions of the BED and WIG formats, and Binary Alignment/Map format (BAM), the compressed binary version of the Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) (Li et al., 2009 ) format used to represent the alignment of nextgeneration nucleotide sequencing reads to a reference genome.
Support was added recently for Variant Call Format (VCF; Danecek et al., 2011) , a variation data interchange format initially developed for the 1000 Genomes Project (1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2010) to display SNPs, indels, copy number variations (CNVs), and structural rearrangements. The Genome Browser can display VCF files that have been compressed and indexed using tabix (Li, 2011) . Genome Variation Format (GVF; Reese et al., 2010 ) is the format chosen by the Database of Genomic Structural Variation (dbVar; Sayers et al., 2012) to encode hierarchical structural variants. When custom tracks using the indexed binary formats are loaded into the Browser, both the track file and its associated index file remain on the user's Web-accessible server (http, https, or ftp), and only the portions of the files needed to display a particular genomic region are transferred to UCSC where they are temporarily cached.
Typically, custom annotation tracks are displayed under the corresponding genomic positions on the Base Position track. Each custom track has its own track control and persists even when not displayed in the Genome Browser window (e.g., if the position changes to a range that no longer includes the track). Once displayed, a custom track can be moved up or down in the tracks display just like standard Genome Browser tracks.
Custom tracks can be saved for later use through the Genome Browser Session tool, which allows a user to preserve a specific set of Browser track combinations and configuration options. Multiple sessions may be saved for future reference, for comparing different data sets, or for sharing with colleagues. Saved sessions persist for 4 months after the last access or until deleted.
Since space is limited in the annotation track graphic, many excellent genome-wide tracks must be excluded from the set provided with the Browser. A Web page with links to user-contributed custom tracks can be found by clicking the Custom Tracks link on the home page.
In 2011, the Genome Browser expanded its display support of personal data to include track data hubs, which are user-hosted Web-accessible directories of genomic data that can be viewed in the Browser alongside the native annotation tracks . Track data hubs allow researchers to combine and configure large numbers of datasets for presentation as a single entity, while taking advantage of the display performance achieved through the use of indexed binary format. A track hub may be shared privately with specific colleagues or publicly with the general research community. For more information on constructing and using track data hubs, 2. Add one or more optional browser lines to the beginning of the formatted data file to specify the configuration of the Genome Browser window in which the custom annotation track will be displayed. 
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Browser lines define the genome position to which the Browser will initially open, the width of the display, and the configuration of the other annotation tracks that are shown (or hidden) in the initial display. The Genome Browser custom annotation track documentation describes the browser line syntax and options.
In the sample BED annotation track shown in Figure 1 8. Load the custom track and display it in the Genome Browser.
Click the Add Custom Tracks button on the Gateway page ( Fig. 1.4.1 
USING THE UCSC TABLE BROWSER
The UCSC Table Browser provides a powerful and flexible graphical interface for querying and manipulating the data in the Genome Browser annotation database.
The Table Browser can be used to: (1) retrieve the annotation data or DNA sequence underlying Genome Browser tracks for the entire genome, a specific coordinate range, or a set of accessions; (2) view a list of the tables affiliated with a particular Genome Browser track; (3) view the schema of an annotation table; (4) organize table data into formats that can be used in other applications, spreadsheets, or databases; (5) combine data from multiple tables or custom tracks into a single set of output data; (6) filter out certain records in a table based on certain field values; (7) display basic statistics calculated over a selected range of table data; and (8) conduct structured or free-form SQL queries on the annotation data.
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The information in this section provides an overview of the 2. Select the clade (or group), genome, and assembly. 
The clade (or group), genome, and assembly pull-down menus correspond to those found on the Genome Browser Gateway page. The current Genome Browser settings are used when the
For this example, a subset of data in the UCSC Genes track will be examined. Select the Genes and Gene Prediction Tracks group, the UCSC Genes track, and the knownGene (default) table.
4. Specify the query region. 
Click the Genome region setting to view annotation data for the entire genome. To limit the data output to a specific query region, click the Position region setting and type a query into the adjacent text box. The Table Browser accepts the same types of queries that are valid for the Genome Browser (see Basic Protocol, step 3). Click the Lookup button to convert a nonpositional query (e.g., an accession or keyword) to a coordinate range.
On the hg17 and hg18 genome assemblies, which have annotations specific to the ENCODE pilot project, an additional ENCODE Pilot Regions setting is available that restricts output to data located in the 44 ENCODE Pilot regions. There is no need to use this setting for the genome-wide production phase ENCODE data found on hg18 and later assemblies.
For many tables, the query region can be further defined by restricting the output to a set of specific identifiers, such as UCSC Gene IDs, mRNA accession numbers, or dbSNP IDs. Upload the identifiers as a space-or line-separated list by clicking the Paste List or Upload List button. For this type of query to return successfully, the identifiers in the list must conform to the format specified for identifiers in the selected
Select an output format.
The help text at the bottom of the 
. format is useful when the user wishes to create output that contains only a subset of fields that will be used as input for further data processing or if the user desires to link in fields from an associated table (step 7). The Sequence option returns the sequence underlying the annotation in
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Current Protocols in Bioinformatics Figure 1 .4.14 Output from the Table Browser 6. Click the Get Output button to submit the query and display the results. 
By default, the
The Summary Statistics page profiles data and query characteristics. This information can be useful in determining such information as the percent of bases in a query region that is covered by items returned from the query (or by their exons, if applicable).
Explore advanced query options 9. Create a custom track from a subset of table data using the Custom Track output format option. 11. Click the intersection Create button to combine the data from two different tables into a single output file using an intersection or union. 
GUIDELINES FOR UNDERSTANDING RESULTS
The Genome Browser can be used for genome analysis and interpretation at many different levels. With the annotation track image zoomed out to display several million bases or an entire chromosome, the tool provides a good overview of the coverage and completeness of the region. At a reduced display scale, the Genome Browser is useful for viewing splicing patterns or searching for evidence of previously unidentified genes. By presenting a large collection of annotation tracks in a single view, the Browser facilitates interpretations based on a visual correlation of features. However, care must be taken when drawing conclusions. Information presented in the Genome Browser is only as accurate as the underlying data. It is essential to gather supporting evidence when making an analysis, rather than basing judgments on a single track that may contain erroneous or misleading data.
It is important to consider the methods and criteria used to compute an annotation track. Consult the track's description page (see Basic Protocol, step 10) for a discussion of the sources and methods used to generate the track. In many cases, the page will provide links to additional information about the annotation (such as a seminal publication or related Web site), estimates of accuracy, and caveats for use.
The feature details pages (see Basic Protocol, step 11) are another good source for supporting documentation. Many pages contain links to feature-specific information in external public databases. The OMIM database (Baxevanis, 2012) , for example, contains hand-curated experimental literature summaries. Entrez, GeneLynx, GeneCards, AceView, and PubMed are other good sources for supplementary information.
Many regions-particularly in unfinished areas of a genome-may exhibit discrepancies among the various gene prediction tracks, EST evidence, and cross-species orthology tracks. Tracks generated by gene prediction methods vary considerably in their degrees of sensitivity and specificity. Kent (2002) illustrated some of these differences in a comparison of the correlation of EST, cross-species homology, and ab initio gene prediction tracks with the RefSeq Genes track across the entire genome, along with a similar comparison to annotations in other gene prediction tracks. It is better to use correlations among EST, cross-species homologies, and ab initio gene predictions to look for evidence of unidentified genes, rather than relying on the information in a single annotation track.
ESTs often exhibit sequencing errors due to the nature of the techniques used. EST databases contain contamination from mRNA and genomic sequence. Because of this, a single unspliced EST should be viewed with considerable skepticism, and alternate splicing predictions should be evaluated by examining the quality of the EST/genomic alignment. Cross-species BLAT alignments that match too perfectly may also be suspect. Those with >97% identity may simply reflect the contamination of one genome by the other.
In several of the annotation tracks generated at UCSC, attempts have been made to filter out data that might provide misleading results. For example, the mRNA and EST alignments on which several of the Browser tracks are based are filtered to reduce the presence of pseudogenes, paralogs, and assembly errors. Filtering removes a significant number of alignments in the tracks, particularly very short ones. The Spliced EST track applies additional splicing criteria that greatly reduce the level of contamination from EST databases, although at the expense of eliminating genuine ESTs. Since the maximum intron length allowed by BLAT is 500000 bases, some ESTs with very long introns are eliminated that otherwise might align.
Using Biological Databases
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Conclusions drawn from data containing phenotype and disease association tracks (such as GAD View, DECIPHER, and OMIM) should be made with care. These datasets are intended for use primarily by medical scientists and other professionals concerned with genetic disorders, by genetics researchers, and by advanced students in science and medicine, and should not be used for casual diagnosis of a medical or genetic condition. The data in these tracks do not undergo additional curation or interpretation by UCSC.
In summary, good judgment should be used when using any genome-browsing tool.
To work effectively in a bioinformatics area subject to errors, it is a good idea to seek supporting data for any unusual findings. Often, the ultimate supporting evidence for a conclusion must be generated in the laboratory.
For a general discussion of the advantages and potential pitfalls of genomic data analysis using genome browsers, see Cline and Kent (2009) .
COMMENTARY Background Information
History and development of the UCSC Genome Browser
The need for interactive software to search and display a genome at a variety of levels predates the inception of the UCSC Genome Browser. Research on the nematode C. elegans in the mid-1990s prompted the creation of A Caenorhabditis elegans Database (ACeDB; Eeckman and Durbin, 1995; UNIT 9.1) to track strains and genetic crosses. As ACeDB grew in functionality, the software was adopted by the C. elegans community, and over the years has been enhanced and extended to support a large number of organisms.
The UCSC Genome Browser was originally developed as an alternative to ACeDB to examine RNA splicing for gene predictions in C. elegans (Kent and Zahler, 2000a) . This set of Web-based tools-initially called the Intronerator-displayed EST and full-length cDNA tracks from GenBank aligned to the C. elegans genomic sequence. The Intronerator was subsequently expanded to include tracks showing homology with C. briggsae (Kent and Zahler, 2000b) . With the completion of the assembled human genome working draft on the horizon, the software underwent major revisions to accommodate the human genome assembly, which was 30× larger than that of C. elegans. The resulting UCSC Genome Browser retained the speed and performance of its predecessor while displaying the vastly larger datasets of vertebrate genomes. The initial mouse (Mus musculus) draft assembly (Waterston et al., 2002) was added to the Genome Browser in 2002, and the Browser has subsequently grown to include a large array of genomes and annotation data. In mid 2011, this included multiple assemblies of 53 species, primarily mammals (19 species) and other vertebrates (10 species), as well as selected insects, nematodes, deuterostomes, and yeast. Older assemblies are archived as newer versions are released; the UCSC Web site maintains complete assembly archives of the more popular genomes.
In the years since its public debut, the Genome Browser has become a vital scientific resource for the biomedical research community. The application set has grown to include several tools that analyze different aspects of the data: the BLAT alignment tool, Table Browser, Gene Sorter, VisiGene, in silico PCR tool, Genome Graphs, and Sessions. The Browser integrates data from hundreds of high-throughput scientific experiments; provides convenient access to the sequence and annotations associated with genetic loci; displays multiple alignments, conservation graphs, and other comparative genomics results based on dozens of vertebrate genomes; and offers a display platform where researchers can view the results of their own experiments alongside published annotations. The Browser is an essential complement to the primary genomics and biomedical data repositories: it integrates the data from multiple highthroughput sources to provide an informative view of any gene in the genome, including those that have not been the focus of scientific papers. By displaying a wide range of information useful to understanding the basic biology relevant to any base in the genome, the Genome Browser plays a fundamental role in the biomedical community's efforts to understand the significance of human genetic variation and its relation to human disease and phenotype.
1.4.24
Of the alternative existing tools that provide a somewhat similar functionality to the Genome Browser, the Ensembl Genome Browser (http://www.ensembl.org/; UNIT 1.15) and the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Entrez Map Viewer (http:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mapview/; UNIT 1.3) are perhaps the most widely known. The UCSC Browser provides links to both of these tools from the menu bar at the top of the annotation tracks page.
To facilitate the accessibility and display of the massive amounts of data resulting from next-gen sequencing and analysis, a new distributed data model called "track data hubs" was introduced 2011, greatly expanding the Browser's ability to showcase the work of external laboratories. The datasets underlying a track hub are formatted in one of the compressed, indexed formats supported by the Genome Browser (such as bigWig, bigBed, BAM, or VCF) and reside remotely from UCSC on the contributor's server; only the portions needed for display in a user's current Genome Browser view are transferred to the UCSC server. Data hub annotations can be organized into tracks and subtracks, and incorporate standard Browser track display options. The track data hub functionality enables laboratories and research consortia to make large datasets available in the Genome Browser without the overhead entailed by full integration.
What types of annotation data are available?
The data sources integrated into the Genome Browser include human-curated and computed gene sets, data from highthroughput sequencing platforms, microarraybased expression data, in-situ imagery, chromatin immunoprecipitation, DNAse hypersensitivity assays, human and animal polymorphism data, the results of human gene association studies, model organism QTL studies, and a variety of data derived from comparative genomics. The Genome Browser annotation track set is constantly evolving as more comprehensive and accurate versions of these data are released, and new graphical display types are added as needed to accommodate the display demands of the increasingly large and complex datasets.
The Genome Browser annotation tracks are grouped by functionality into several categories: mapping and sequencing, phenotype and disease associations, genes and gene predictions, variations and repeats, mRNA and EST data, expression, regulation, comparative genomics, and (on selected human and chimpanzee Browsers) Neanderthal analysis data. The Browser offers a broad selection of annotations in each of these categories for the more highly studied genomes, such as the human and mouse; other assemblies feature only a subset of these annotations. Data generated by the ENCODE Project's early pilot phase that targeted 1% of the human genome (2003 to 2007) are grouped separately in the hg16, hg17, and hg18 human Browsers. Data from the project's genome-wide production phase is fully integrated into the general track groupings and denoted in the track label by a double helix icon.
This section highlights some of the tracks featured on the latest human genome assemblies. For an in-depth description of the tracks, see Kent et al. (2002) , the Genome Browser updates in the annual Nucleic Acid Research database issue (e.g., Dreszer et al., 2012) , and the individual track description pages.
Gene prediction tracks within the UCSC Genome Browser vary in the evidence used for genes they report, their coverage of bases in known coding regions, and their specificity. The UCSC Genes track is generated by an automated process that combines evidence from RefSeq, GenBank (UNIT 1.3 & APPENDIX 1B), the Consensus CDS (CCDS) Project (Pruitt et al., 2009) , and UniProt. This is a moderately conservative set of predictions, requiring the support of one GenBank RNA sequence plus at least one additional line of evidence, with the exception of the RefSeq RNAs, which require no additional evidence. The track includes both protein-coding and putative noncoding transcripts. The UCSC Genes annotation is based on the earlier Known Genes track (Hsu et al., 2006) , which was updated in 2005 to increase the quality and coverage through more stringent filtering and the inclusion of more supporting evidence (refer to the UCSC Genes description page for more details). Other gene prediction tracks of note include the RefSeq Genes track, based on human RefSeq mRNAs in GenBank that have been aligned against the genome with BLAT and stringently filtered; the CCDS Genes track, which shows a high-quality, consistently annotated core set of human protein-coding genes obtained from the CCDS project and identified by consensus among the Ensembl, Vega (Wilming et al., 2008) , and RefSeq gene annotation sets; and the GENCODE Genes track, showing high-quality manual annotations merged with evidence-based automated annotations generated by the GENCODE Project Consortium (Harrow et al., 2006) . The Browser displays several tracks based on mRNA alignments. The mRNA and EST sequences are extracted from databases in GenBank, and are aligned against the genome using the BLAT search tool (see Basic Protocol). The set of alignments undergoes several filtering steps (detailed on the individual track description pages) prior to its presentation in the Genome Browser. As mentioned in the Guidelines for Understanding Results section, these filtering methods reduce the occurrence of misleading and erroneous data in the tracks at the expense of eliminating some genuine data. The mRNA data in the Genome Browser are incrementally updated from GenBank nightly; EST data are updated weekly.
To augment the Genome Browser's role as an analytical tool in the study of human genetic variation and disease, the Phenotype and Disease Associations track group incorporates extensive annotations from several external databases. The Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man dataset (OMIM; Baxevanis, 2012; UNIT 1.2) has been divided into three separate track views to facilitate study: OMIM Allelic Variant SNPs, which shows allelic variants that have been associated with dbSNP identifiers; OMIM Genes, which shows the genomic positions of gene entries colored to indicate the associated OMIM phenotype class; and OMIM Phenotypes Loci, which shows the cytogenic locations of phenotype entries for which the causative gene is unknown, as well as multigene syndromes. The GAD View track shows data from the Genetic Association Database (GAD; Becker et al., 2004) , an archive of human genetic association studies of complex diseases and disorders that allows the rapid identification of medically relevant polymorphism from the large volume of polymorphism and mutational data. The DECIPHER track shows the genomic regions of reported clinical cases and associated phenotype information from the DECIPHER (Firth et al., 2009) database of submicroscopic chromosomal imbalance, which collects clinical information about chromosomal microdeletions, duplications, and insertions, translocations, and inversions. This track group also features a track displaying SNPs identified by published GWAS data collected in the NHGRI Catalog of Published Genome-Wide Association Studies (http://www.genome.gov/gwastudies; Hindorff et al., 2009) . Several Quantitative Trait Loci (QTLs) tracks are available on selected human Browsers: Human QTLs collected by the Rat Genome Database (RGD; Shimoyama et al., 2011; UNIT 1.4) , as well as Rat QTLs from RGD and Mouse QTLs from Mouse Genome Informatics (Blake et al., 2011) that are mapped to the human assembly using whole-genome alignments. The cross-species mappings of QTLs are extremely coarse and should be critically evaluated using the cross-species Net tracks and other relevant data.
Complementing the Phenotype and Disease Associations group, the Variation and Repeats track group provides a variety of annotations of polymorphisms, measures of selection and population variance, probe locations of common assay platforms, and repetitive sequences for genetics-based exploration of the genome. The group prominently features several tracks derived from dbSNP data (Sayers et al., 2012) . The Common SNPs track shows uniquely mapped variants with a known minor allele frequency of at least 1% of the population, with the goal of identifying variants that appear to be reasonably common in the general population and thus providing a filter for identifying potentially causative SNPs in individual genome samples. The Flagged SNPs track contains uniquely mapped variants, excluding Common SNPs, that have been deposited by locus-specific databases or referenced in OMIM and are flagged by dbSNP as "clinically associated." The Mult. (multiply mapped) SNPs track identifies variants that have been mapped to more than one genomic location, flagging sites that may not exhibit true variation, but merely strong similarity to the variant. The Genome Browser also provides orthologous alleles from chimpanzee, orangutan, and macaque genome assemblies, and human genome sequence masked with ambiguous base characters for uniquely mapped SNPs. The SNP data are also available in bulk to facilitate user-driven filtering.
The (Smit, 1999) , Interrupted Repeats, Simple Repeats (Benson, 1999) , Microsatellite, and Self Chain tracks on all recent human assemblies.
The Genome Browser provides a wealth of comparative genomics annotations. In addition to the cross-species homology mRNA and EST tracks found in the mRNA and EST group, the Comparative Genomics group contains a wide variety of pairwise chain and net alignment tracks Schwartz et al., 2003) that can be used to look for orthologous regions between organisms, large-scale rearrangements, duplications and deletions, and processed pseudogenes. The chain tracks can also be used to identify paralogs. The Conservation track is based on multi-species alignments generated by Multiz (Blanchette et al., 2004 ) from a set of pairwise net alignments. Pairwise net alignments from a subset of the species are displayed in a condensed form. Above the alignments is a graph of estimated basewise probability of evolutionary conservation computed on the alignments by the phyloP and phastCons programs using a phylogenetic hidden Markov model. This track is highly customizable, allowing the user to adjust the display to the species of interest and vary several of the graph characteristics. The Most Conserved subtrack provides an alternative simplified view of the Conservation track that highlights the parts of the genome that are most likely conserved by purifying selection.
Regulation is a rapidly growing area of genomic analysis, supported in part by the genome-wide scale-up of the ENCODE project. The Regulation track group in the Genome Browser contains a variety of annotations relevant to transcription regulation, including transcription factor binding sites, transcription start sites, transcription levels, transcription enhancers, promoters, and silencers, microRNA regulatory target sites, evidence of open chromatin, and more. The integrated ENCODE Regulation "super-track" aggregates several individual complementary tracks into one setting: a Transcription track showing transcription levels assayed by sequencing polyadenylated RNA from a variety of cell types; Layered H3K4Me1 and Layered H3K27Ac tracks showing instances where the modification of histone proteins is suggestive of enhancer and possibly other regulatory activity; a Layered H3K4Me3 track showing a histone mark associated with promoters; a DNase Clusters track showing regions where the chromatin is hypersensitive to cutting by the DNase enzyme, indicating possible regulatory regions and promoter regions; and a Transcription Factor ChIP track showing DNA binding regions for transcription factors, which are proteins responsible for modulating gene transcription. The ENCODE Regulation super-track uses a transparent overlay display method that allows several cell lines to be superimposed in a single track.
The Expression track group features tracks showing expression data from the GNF Gene Expression Atlas 2 (Su et al., 2004) , the location of consensus and exemplar sequences used for probe selection for several Affymetrix and Illumina chips, the genomic locations of probes from the Affymetrix Exon array, transcription of different RNA extracts from different sub-cellular localizations in different cell lines, RNA sequencing (RNAseq) data, Allen Brain Atlas Probes (Lein et al., 2007) , and Sestan Lab Brain Atlas microarray expression data.
Several high-level map tracks are included in the Mapping and Sequencing tracks section: FISH clones, which shows the locations of FISH-mapped BAC clones from the BAC Resource Consortium (Cheung et al., 2001) along the draft assembly sequence; the Chromosome Bands, which uses the locations of FISH-mapped clones on the cytogenetic map and the assembly to approximate the Giemsastained chromosome bands at an 800-band resolution; the Sequence-Tagged Site (STS) Markers track, which displays the positions of markers used in constructing several genetic, radiation hybridization (RH), and yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) maps, as well as markers from the UniSTS database; and the BAC End and Fosmid End Pairs tracks, which show mappings of paired BAC and fosmid end reads. The UCSC Genome Bioinformatics Group hosts a portal for accessing sequence data and alignments produced by the Neandertal Genome Analysis Consortium. Several annotation based on the Neanderthal data are available in the Neanderthal Assembly and Analysis track group on later human genome assemblies. In addition to a track showing Neanderthal sequence reads and mitochondrial sequence mapped to the human reference assembly (also available on the chimpanzee genome), this group includes a track showing Neanderthal alleles for human-chimp proteincoding differences on the human lineage using orangutan as the outgroup to determine which allele is more likely to be ancestral, several annotations based on selective sweep scan (S score) of Neanderthal versus human polymorphisms, a track showing candidate regions for gene flow from Neanderthal to non-African modern humans, and a track showing Neanderthal consensus contigs called from overlapping, non-redundant reads that passed mapping and base quality criteria.
Critical Parameters and Troubleshooting
Use caution when interpreting the information displayed in the UCSC Genome Browser, particularly if the chromosomal region under scrutiny is incompletely assembled. The Genome Browser annotation tracks are generated from publicly available data, and therefore are only as accurate as the data on which they are based. Assembly errors and sequence gaps may occur well into the genome sequencing process due to regions that are intrinsically difficult to sequence, and incorrect data may be propagated into the public databases. The Browser cannot fill in sequencing gaps or correctly assign strand information in the absence of good coverage data. Artifactual duplications arise as unavoidable compromises during a genome assembly build, causing misleading matches in genome coordinates found by alignment.
A common source of confusion among users is the positional differences that result when genome assembly versions are interchanged. New genome versions are added to the UCSC Genome Browser on a regular basis. Unless a feature lies on a completely sequenced and unrevised chromosome, its coordinates are likely to change between one assembly and the next. Often the position of a genomic feature cited in the literature will not coincide with the location displayed in the Browser. When faced with such a discrepancy, compare the assembly date of the genome in the reference with that of the genome displayed in the Browser. In most cases, the newer assembly will have the most accurate information. When feasible, it is usually best to work with the most current assembly, even if it lacks a complete set of annotation tracks. Two procedures are described (see Basic Protocol, steps 15 to 17) that can be used to map the position of genomic sequence in one assembly version to that of a newer version.
Aligned sequences can be incomplete, especially in untranslated (UTR) regions; variation in UTR lengths might not indicate transcript variation. Conclusions about the data should never be made based on the information available in a single track. Instead, gather supporting evidence and identify problematic areas from other tracks aligned to the same region and ideally generated by independent methods. Cross-check information in the public databases such as Entrez Gene and OMIM.
Gene prediction tracks are based on different standards of experimental evidence, and it is sometimes unclear whether an unusual feature indicates a transcript or simply an error. Curated tracks based on specific full-length transcripts, such as RefSeq, tend to have higher accuracy, but lower genomic coverage. Tracks generated from the analysis of mRNA, EST, and protein sequence alignment, such as the UCSC Genes track, also have fairly high confidence levels.
UCSC makes a concerted effort to provide uninterrupted Browser and BLAT service to the research community. In the event of the occasional power or equipment failure, there are multiple mirror sites that replicate the UCSC Genome Browser environment. To view a list of actively maintained mirror sites, click the Mirrors link on the UCSC Genome Bioinformatics home page.
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Troubleshooting custom annotation track problems Custom annotation track display problems usually stem from syntax or formatting errors in the annotation track file. A spurious line break in one of the browser, track, or data lines is a frequent source of errors. Another common cause of problems is data separated by spaces rather than tabs. Custom tracks based on very large datasets may exceed the Internet connection or Internet browser bandwidth during the upload process. These datasets should be displayed using one of the supported compressed formats to avoid these problems. Refer to the troubleshooting section in the Custom Annotation Track section of the User's Guide (http://genome. ucsc.edu/goldenPath/help/customTrack.html) for more information.
Suggestions for Further Analysis
The UCSC Genome Bioinformatics home page offers links to several tools that facilitate analysis of the genomic and annotation data underlying the Browser's graphical presentation. The Table Browser and BLAT tools were introduced in the Basic Protocol. The BLAT tool can be used for a large number of functions, such as finding the genomic coordinates of an mRNA or protein in an assembly, determining the exon structure of a gene, displaying a coding region within a full-length gene, searching for gene family members, or finding homologs of a query from another species. The output of a BLAT or Table Browser search can be saved in a custom track format for direct upload into the Browser, or can be downloaded into a spreadsheet or text editor for further manipulation.
The Gene Sorter
The Gene Sorter is accessible from the top menu bar on most of the Browser Web pages. It provides a simple interface for studying the relationship among a group of genes based on protein-level homology, the similarity of gene expression profiles, genomic proximity, or other parameters, which in turn facilitates the study of the evolution of genes and their functions. This tool can be used to gather a collection of genes that share similar properties for statistical analysis or to filter a large group of genes into a small subset of interesting features, based on specific properties.
The VisiGene image browser
The VisiGene image browser is available from a link on the Genome Bioinformatics Group home page. It can be used to browse images from in situ RNA hybridization, reporter genes, and other techniques that show where a gene, enhancer, or promoter is active in an organism. In 2011, the VisiGene image database contained nearly 100,000 images from several high-throughput gene projects, as well as images from literature curated by the model organism databases.
The in silico PCR utility
The in silico PCR utility is available from the menu bar on most of the Genome Browser Web pages. It provides a means to quickly search genomic sequences or (on human and mouse assemblies) transcribed sequences with a pair of PCR primers, returning a FASTA output file that contains all sequence in the database that lie between and include the primer pair.
Genome Graphs
The Genome Graphs utility, which is available from a link on the left sidebar of the home page, displays data plotted along all chromosomes in a single image. This tool is particularly well suited for linkage and association study analysis. Users can upload their own data (such as GWAS results) using a very simple text format or import Genome Browser tracks that will be condensed into density plots. The display is configurable. Clicking on a region in the image leads to a Genome Browser view of that region. Other functions provided include finding the correlation (Pearson's R) coefficient of two tracks, browsing regions that have scores above a given threshold, and jumping to the Gene Sorter with a list of genes in regions scoring above the threshold. For an example of Genome Graphs usage see Wang and Furey (2009) , which describes a step-by-step method for using the Genome Graphs tool to prioritize a small number of meaningful candidate genes from a large number of genes within regions of disease association in a large-scale association study.
Genome Browser Sessions
The Session utility is available from the menu bar on most of the Genome Browser Web pages. It enables the saving, loading, and sharing of user session information (i.e., all configuration choices, track visibility changes, filter settings, etc.) that have been set by the user since the session was last reset or loaded. Through the use of Genome Browser sessions, the user can save or load highly tailored views of specific genomic regions with selected tracks enabled, which can be shared as text files or URLs, or e-mailed to colleagues. Use of many of the session management features requires a valid login at genomewiki.ucsc.edu (see below). UCSC makes its best attempt to preserve sessions stored on the UCSC server, but users are advised to back up their sessions locally, especially any custom track data that may be deleted if they have not been accessed in 48 hr. Support Protocol 1 (step 9) describes how to preserve a user-generated custom annotation track in a session.
The UCSC Cancer Genomics Browser
The UCSC Cancer Genomics Browser (https://genome-cancer.ucsc.edu; Zhu et al., 2009; Sanborn et al., 2011 ) is a set of Webbased tools for the integration, visualization, and analysis of cancer genomics and clinical data. The Browser, which displays wholegenome views of genome-wide experimental measurements for multiple samples alongside associated clinical information, hosts a growing body of publicly available cancer genomics data from a variety of cancer types, including data generated from the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project. The Cancer Genomics Browser is integrated with the UCSC Genome Browser, and thus inherits the Genome Browser's rich set of human biology and genetics data for enhanced interpretation of the cancer genomics data.
genomewiki.ucsc.edu
The Web site genomewiki.ucsc.edu is a user-editable forum for sharing information about the Genome Browser and associated tools and data. Both the Genome Browser staff and users have contributed technical articles and how-to examples. Registration is not required to search and view the contents, but users are encouraged to register so that they can edit and add content, and use the UCSC storage feature of the Sessions utility described above.
Additional resources for Genome Browser information
In addition to the analytical tools available through the Genome Browser, the track description and details pages provide links to many external resources that present a wealth of related information. For a demonstration of the use of the Genome Browser in comparative genomics analysis, see Bejerano et al. (2005) . For a general primer on using genome browsers for data analysis, see Cline and Kent (2009) .
Three active mailing lists provide sources for Genome Browser information. The genome@soe.ucsc.edu mailing list provides a moderated discussion forum about the Genome Browser software, databases, genome assemblies, and related tools. The genome-mirror@soe.ucsc.edu mailing list offers a moderated discussion forum for Genome Browser mirror sites. The genomeannounce@soe.ucsc.edu mailing list posts announcements of data and software releases, and system maintenance.
Online training materials and tutorials on the Genome Browser are available via the Training link on the home page.
